Understanding the Pay Charts
The new pay deal is a complex arrangement over the next three years as we move from one pay
structure to a new one, via a three year transition period. There are a number of charts being
used showing different aspects of the restructure process, so this is a quick guide to the key charts
available and indicates the charts that should be used to look at individual pay.
1. Pay Journey Chart (for individuals)
This pay journey chart relates to individuals and shows the amount you will be on in each of the
three years of the deal. NB. To track your pay using this chart you need to identify the pay point
you were on as of 31 March 2018 ie. not taking into account any changes since then.
You can see this chart in full as part of the framework agreement on P12-14, which can be found
here

For a more detailed breakdown of what you will be on and when you should refer to the pay
journey tool:
http://www.nhsemployers.org/paytool

2. Pay Journey Tool (for individuals)
The pay journey tool also relates to your individual pay over the next three years and requires you
to enter your individual information of: band; pay point (as of March 31st 2018); and the month of
your normal incremental date.
The example below is for Band 6, pay point 25, with an incremental date in August. You will see
that on each incremental date you will be on the same rate of pay as that shown on the pay
journey chart above.
You can access the full pay journey tool here http://www.nhsemployers.org/paytool

3. Reform of Structure Charts (for the pay system, not showing pay for individuals)
The other key charts available are designed to show how the pay points change during transition
as some are merged and some disappear. These cannot be read straight across to see what you
individually will be on during transition.
Example - Band 6
For example, the chart below shows how each point changes over the three years.
The bottom point of band 6 is shown in the first line reading across:
• In 2017/18 it was £26,565
• In 2018/19 the bottom will be £28,050
• By 2019/20 it will be £30,401
• And by 2020/21 the bottom point will be £31,365 for new starters coming in to band 6.
By the end of the three years of the pay deal, band 6 will have 3 pay points in it for the future. In
addition, there will be 1 remaining transition point (see final column and read down):
• £31,365– for new starters to the band
• £33,176 – mid pay step (after 2 years in the band)
• £33,779 – remaining transition point that will disappear as any staff on this move to the top
point in 2021/22.
• £37,890 – top of band (after 5 years total in the band - 2 at the first point and 3 at the middle
point). Most current staff in band 6 will have reached this point by the end of the 3 years of the
pay deal, if they remain in band 6.
You can access the full reform of structure chart in the framework agreement, Annex A P.10-11
which can be found here

The same table has also been produced in the following format. You will see that the pay figures
are the same.
You can access the full reform of structure chart in this format here

If you do want to use the above table to read your own pay journey then you can use a diagonal
method as described on the NHS Employers website here
However, we would recommend the pay journey tool (in 2 above) as a much easier way of doing
this.

